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Adverse Event reporting
Direct to Consumer advertising
Off-label promotion
Personal / professional overlap – staff and others
Not engaging with social media

Social media key risks
• Adverse Event reporting

▫ Not a huge issue (<0.3% of 257,177 posts reviewed*), and can
be managed

• Direct to Consumer advertising

▫ Need clear social media policy – how to avoid where not allowed

• Off-label promotion

▫ Need clear social media policy – how to avoid

• Personal / professional overlap – staff and others

▫ Need clear social media policy to understand overlaps
▫ UK’s PMCPA guidance states all activities by any employee
needs to comply with the code, regardless of forum / role

• Not engaging with social media

▫ Give advantage to competitors and others to keep control of key
messages

*Source: Visible Technologies white paper published October 2011 “Adverse Event Reporting in Social Media”

Social media is playing a central role in creating
an engaged and empowered customer
• The global Internet audience
stands at 2.1 billion, …and
they are heavily engaged in
social media
• 900 million active users on Facebook
• 175 million Twitter accounts, and over
95 millions tweets per day
• 3.5 billion pieces of content shared
weekly on Facebook
• 100 million+ members on LinkedIn

… and Asia is at the forefront of
adoption…
• 1.016 billion (45% ) of the world’s
internet users are in Asia
• Internet penetration in Asia is 26%

• 156 million public blogs
• 2 billion+ video views on YouTube every
day
Sources: InternetWorldStats.com; Facebook.com; linkedin.com

• 18 million LinkedIn users are from the
AsiaPac region

• Data is often incomplete and of
questionable value
• No ability to react to misinformation

• Can help correct misconceptions /
misinformation
• Can ask for clarification on comments

Participate

• Users may react negatively to industry
player taking part in their conversation
• information may be released without clear
rules of engagement

• Can direct the conversation
• Increased control over data collection

Lead - Build

• Even if the medium is owned by the
company, conversations can still become
derailed
• Data storage challenges

Challenges

• Increased amount of data collection from a
non-traditional source
• Customers are already active online
• Technology available to easily track
information

Listen

Benefits

Three fundamental social media roles all with
benefits and challenges

Internet usage and social media engagement
across Asia

Sources: InternetWorldStats.com; KPCB

Top Social Networks in Asia

Social Media Landscape in Japan
• Facebook adoption in Japan was slow, as
historically The Japanese haven’t been
comfortable sharing personal information,
or even their names, on the Internet.
• After the March 2011
Earthquake/Tsunami, that started to
change, as the platform helped families
locate and communicate with each other,
leading to a spur in popularity.
• Japanese is the second most popular
language used on Twitter, and the local
network Mixi, while slowing down some
remains a dominant platform
• By 2014, Facebook will hold the lion’s
share of social media attention in Japan

Social Media Landscape in China
- 538 million Internet users in China
as of now, compared with 513
million half years ago.
-388 million mobile phone users
using their phones to access
Internet
-380 million PC terminal users,
which means mobile internet users
first exceed PC internet users in
China
- 274 million Weibo users in China,
170 million access weibo through
mobile terminal
CNNIC 30th Report. 2012.07

More physicians are online to learn,
discuss and debate
Physicians agreeing “Internet is essential to professional practice”
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Social Media Engagement Ideas
Selected Case Studies

Case study 1: Leverage forums and discussion
boards to engage targeted audiences
▫ Scenario background
x Highly academic new study of drug xx released in the
US, long and boring and in English
▫ Challenge: How to ensure reception of information and
messages to healthcare professionals in China? Make
the information appear interesting and pertinent?
▫ Solution
x Key messages are delivered contained inside “diary
posts’ recounting doctors’ own experiences about
treating specific disease

Facts to Know*
98% of Chinese physicians
access the Internet, spending an
average of 11hrs/week, including
5.1hrs on profession-related
activities.
>90% of Japanese physicians
use internet to gather medical
information

x Partner with DXY.com (highly popular HCP portal) as
well as 7 other online medical forums to host the
posts/discussion threads
x Project owner is not pharma company but
professional association and debate is directed to
focus not on a particular drug, but treatment class
▫ Results
x Posts/discussion threads generated 9,029 visits and
157 replies on DXY.com alone

*Source: Digital Life Physician, Kantar Health and DXY ,
2011 Survey on Internet Usage Trends Nikkei Business
Publications, 2012;

Case study 2: Utilize Weibo echo chamber to
broadcast message to wider base
• 250 million registered users on Weibo (nearly 50% of internet user population in China).
• Scenario background
• Pharma company wants to leverage Breast Cancer Awareness Month to create more
buzz on new program helping breast cancer patients
• Challenge: How to outreach the maximum number of patients possible given limited scope
and scale?
• Solution
• Establish strong relationship with KOL with a large Weibo
base, and engage the KOL to use that base to help spread
the message and add third-party credibility
Sina Weibo Interview

Online
Platform
Direct
Interaction
Active
warm-up

(http://talk.weibo.com)

2 KOLs
(1.5hr respectively)

Banner on homepage

Patients & Public

Links on homepage

Celebrity re-tweet

Eg: Jiang Zefei, Breast
Specialist Department
Director, 307 Hospital
“Caring for BC patients”
15:30-17:00, October 17

Total Questions: 199
Total Answers: 69

Case study 3: Create own Weibo account and reach
consumers directly
Once proper documentation has been
submitted, this symbol appears on
Weibo homepage along with company
name, signaling that the account has
been verified as the official handler.
Following I Followers I Tweets

Post freq.: 2/day (Mon-Fri); 1/day
(Sat./Sun.)
Tone: Factual and Informative
Influence: medium forward frequency
Educational Tags

Current Topics

#Sugar innate whiteness
#Sugar control strategy
#Secret sugar tips
#Pancreatic stories

• 2012 Olympics
• Rainstorm Protection
• Dragon Boat Festival

Interactive Tag
# xx Olympics Quiz

Social Media Compliance Considerations

Some Guidelines to Consider
British Prescription Medicines Code of
Practice Authority, April 2011
• Warns against any communication
with the public that would be
considered ‘promotional”.
• Differentiate between proactive and
reactive
▫

Companies are allowed to respond via
social media tot consumer questions
(reactive) and to provide basic
information for general consumption
(reference).

US Food and Drug Administration,
December 2011
• If you wouldn’t say something offline, don’t
say it online => draw as much parallels as
possible with existing communication
processes.
• Clearly distinguishes between “solicited’ and
“unsolicited’ off label questions
• Responses should only be made to unsolicited
requests which pertains to a company’s named
product
• Response should be directed only to the
individual making the request (eg: by email)
• A public response should not include any links
to brand.com sites

• Companies who respond to posts on
independent third party sites should
continue to regularly monitor those sites for
future legitimate interventions

Some Guidelines to Consider
British Prescription Medicines Code of
Practice Authority, April 2011
• Warns against any communication
with the public that would be
considered ‘promotional”.
• Differentiate between proactive and
reactive

US Food and Drug Administration,
December 2011

Overall, both guidelines draw essentially the
• If you wouldn’t say something offline, don’t
same conclusion:
say it online => draw as much parallels as
possible with existing communication
processes.
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Understanding your customers in social media

1
2
3
4

Social media behavior:
How advanced are consumers in terms of their social media behaviors
across the various outlets?
Health information discovery online:
Which pathways and outlets do consumers use to actively seek out online
health information, as well as how do they casually come across this
content?
Online health media mix:
Which types of online health resources and media do consumers use and to
what extent do they rely on global websites?
Pharma online touch points:
Which types of online information and services do consumers want from
pharma companies and where do they want to access these resources?
Which types of health video do consumers want to see from them and how
are they using social media for OTC info?

Ethical behavior considerations for your organization
• Despite a regulatory environment that is still grey in many countries,
the following steps can be taken to ensure ethical behavior in the
social realm
• Have a public Social Media Policy and Code of Conduct that applies
to all social media activities on sites owned or sponsored by the
company
• It has always been critical to monitor the news, which is now even more
imperative a viral story can rocket to the forefront nearly instantly. Have
an Action Plan for a timely and proportional response, whether that be
a correction of unauthorized modification to approved content or
involvement from Public Relations.
• Promote transparency of influence on all communications
− By employees , consultants, and third parties,
− Sponsored discussions, including advocacy groups,
− Sponsored content, including compensated patient testimonials,
− Display ads on specific discussion pages

Social Media: mitigate risk and maximize value
Establishing
a Cross
Functional
Social Media
Team

Defining the
Social Media
Universe for
the Business

Defining
Social Media
Participation

Establishing
Social Media
Guidance

A combination of strategic and tactical initiatives
to make social media viable

Integrating
Social Media
Processes
Into the
Business

Establishing
a
Social Media
Data and
Reporting
Model

Monitoring
Social Media
Initiatives

Analyzing
Social
Media
Insights for
Action

Social Media and Compliance
Selected Case Studies

Compliance case #1
• Your company has recently set up a facebook page and Twitter
account, which are managed by staff in your communications
department.
• What do they need to know to ensure that their social media
interactions keep to what is allowed?

Compliance case #2
• A member of your company’s communications department is
responsible for monitoring social media for discussions
about your company and its products.
• One day, he finds a thread discussing your major product in
a way that he believes is both detrimental to your marketing
efforts, and is also based on a use that is not approved in
your country.
• It looks as though no staff from your company are involved
in the discussion.
• Is there a problem? If there is, what can and should you do
about it?

Compliance case #3
• One of your products is for a therapeutic area that is not
generally well understood. A new Wikipedia entry is being
written on this therapeutic area. Many contributions to the
new Wikipedia entry have been made and you are looking
through them to ensure accuracy.
• You find an entry made by a Doctor Keung Wong who
claims to work for your company. You know that there is a
Keung Wong who works in your marketing team, but he is
not a healthcare professional. When you ask if he has
posted the comments, he admits that he has. He also
admits to using the title of “Doctor” to give his comments
more weight within the online discussion.
• What are the issues?

Compliance case #4
• You are the local compliance officer for your company and you
discover that a member of the marketing team has posted
comments about one of your main products on an online forum.
The comments state that good results have been obtained by
healthcare professionals using the product for a use that is not
approved in your country. Your colleague has not declared online
that they work for your company.
• What are the issues? What should you do?
• Would your answers be different if the comments had been posted
by a healthcare professional relating their personal experience of
using your company’s products for the benefit of patients?

Questions?
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